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Welcome! 

The Cairns Institute undertakes research in the humanities and social sciences 

that addresses critical points of social and environmental transformation in the 

tropics. Our research is visionary, multidisciplinary, and driven by principles of 

social justice and reciprocity. 

Tropical societies are undergoing profound changes associated with economic 

modernisation, cultural globalisation, transnational mobility and environmental 

change. Governments and communities face an interconnected set of issues 

including uneven growth, poverty, urbanisation, exposure to natural hazards, 

degradation of natural resources, and so on. Social transformation in the tropics 

is a given. 

If the humanities and social sciences are to both understand and support 

transformation, questions of how we undertake research are as important as 

questions of what we research. This is not about fundamental versus applied 

research. Instead, it is about fostering strong partnerships with community, 

industry and government institutions. It is about the co-production of knowledge 

with these stakeholders. It is about supporting the aspirations of community 

groups to be involved in or to direct research agendas. It is about 

experimentation with novel methodological and theoretical frameworks. It is 

about collaborating where needed across disciplinary boundaries. And it is about 

ensuring research results are communicated to multiple audiences. 
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It’s all very well for Australian universities to profess their 

respective commitments to serving the public good. The 

question is how? A question we can answer in myriad ways 

but none of the answers sound convincing when they 

continue to involve travelling to other countries (or to 

remote communities, or to disadvantaged postcodes) 

simply to do research on people. 

From December 12 to 13 this year, UPNG and JCU will be co-

hosting PNG IMPACT, a two day conference intended both 

to showcase research that is already making a real 

difference in PNG and to encourage network building and 

collaboration between researchers, government agencies, 

NGOs, industry and other stakeholders. I’ll have more 

details about this conference to share with you shortly. 

Meanwhile, if you have an interest in how research can 

support sustainable and inclusive development in PNG, do 

reserve the dates. 

Last week the Cairns Institute was buzzing with visitors from 

Papua New Guinea (PNG). And as I write this I’m just back 

from meetings in Port Moresby. Without checking my 

passport, I honestly couldn’t tell you how many times I’ve 

travelled between Cairns and Port Moresby over the last 

few years. Many times! 

As possibly the world’s most culturally and linguistically 

diverse country, it makes sense that social scientists take 

quite an interest in PNG. Rich in biological diversity it makes 

just as much sense to our colleagues in the environmental 

sciences who also take an interest. Then there are the 

challenges for food security and public health, the 

transitioning economy, the shifting geopolitics of the Pacific, 

and all sorts of other factors that draw researchers to PNG. 

As a place to do research, there is a lot going on. 

Take a look at major scholarly publication databases and a 

very clear pattern emerges. PNG is a place scientists go to 

do research on local communities and environments. It is 

not a place, on the whole, scientists go to do research with 

local communities, or with domestic researchers and 

institutions. Of course there are exceptions to this 

generalisation. And it is the exceptions I want to focus on 

here as it is the exceptions, in my view, that will contribute 

most to a brighter future for the citizens of PNG.  

Regular readers of the Cairns Institute newsletter will have 

noted several stories about the University of Papua New 

Guinea/James Cook University Twinning Project. Through 

this project we have been able to involve nearly a hundred 

staff, to date, across both universities. Most have been 

involved in capacity building activities focused on teaching 

and learning, research skills and academic quality—all 

important areas of activity. But the most enduring legacy of 

this project, I believe, will be the relationships that have 

been established—peer-to-peer and institution-to-

institution—which will, in turn, support long-term 

collaboration and co-learning. 

From the Director 

Distinguished Professor Stewart Lockie 
Director 
The Cairns Institute 

Freesally | pixabay.com/photo-948050/ 
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Allan said: “This project for the first time sees communities 

and people in the GBR catchment being considered as part of 

the wider Reef ecosystem. It will start to consider looking 

after the resilience of GBR communities as being just as 

important as looking after the biophysical health of the reef 

itself.”  

Unfortunately, due to Cyclone Debbie, the first expert panel 

workshop scheduled for 27 March 2017 in Cairns was 

postponed, and has been re-scheduled to 2 May 2017.   

The Reef 2050 Plan is available at  

www.environment.gov.au/marine/gbr/long-term-

sustainability-plan 

 

Professor Allan Dale is leading a National Environmental 

Science Programme (NESP) project that will develop cost-

effective indicators and metrics for monitoring human 

dimension outcomes, objectives and targets identified in the 

Reef 2050 Long-Term Sustainability Plan (Reef 2050 Plan). Dr 

Margaret Gooch is taking a break from her usual role with 

the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority (GBRMPA) to 

work at the Institute as a Senior Researcher on the project. 

Other contributors include Dr Nadine Marshall (CSIRO) and 

Dr Karen Vella (Queensland University of Technology). 

Four of the seven themes of the Reef 2050 Plan address 

human dimensions and establish targets and actions for: 1) 

governance; 2) heritage; 3) community; and 4) economic 

outcomes. However, as a result of limited socio-economic 

research coordination, there is no agreed framework to 

benchmark these human dimensions to help monitor 

progress, refine strategies and progress actions identified in 

the Reef 2050 Plan. 

The project, titled The IMS 2050 Human Dimensions Project: 

Cost-effective indicators and metrics for key GBRWHA human 

dimensions (NESP Project 3.2.2), will add value to and ensure 

continuity with information collected through the Social and 

Economic Long-Term Monitoring Program for the Great 

Barrier Reef by:  

 determining potential and extant indicator sets 

 evaluating data collection cost-effectiveness 

 determining thresholds (where appropriate) 

 providing guidelines for a collaborative approach via 

expert panel discussions, for developing grading scores 

based on multiple lines of evidence to rate progress 

towards relevant Reef 2050 Plan targets, objectives and 

outcomes. 

Monitoring the human dimension 

Margaret Gooch Allan Dale 

pixabay.com/photo-2102425/ 

https://www.environment.gov.au/marine/gbr/long-term-sustainability-plan
https://www.environment.gov.au/marine/gbr/long-term-sustainability-plan
http://www.environment.gov.au/marine/gbr/long-term-sustainability-plan
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My method of data collection and analysis involved using a 

literature review to review the new PNG Health Gender 

Policy, undertake quantitative and qualitative analysis, and 

writing and publishing three papers which will form the basis 

and content of a required 50,000 word dissertation. The 

three papers are:  

 Implementing the new PNG Health Gender Policy: Some 

challenges and opportunities 

 Effectiveness of the uptake and implementation of the 

Aboriginal Australian Family Wellbeing empowerment 

program in the context of public health training in Papua 

New Guinea  

 Transferring the Aboriginal Australian Family Wellbeing 

program from a PNG university to broader community 

settings: A feasibility study.  

After successfully publishing the three papers, the next step 

was to compile the papers into a plausible thesis write up.  

The key findings identified four main themes:  

1. Interpersonal violence prevention 

2. Wellbeing interventions 

3. Transferring programs from one setting to another 

4. Difficulties evaluating community empowerment/ 

wellbeing interventions.  

Firstly, interpersonal violence prevention is the main theme 

described in the three papers and it is a major public health 

issue. The new PNG Health Gender Policy provides strategies 

to address it, but there are several challenges and 

opportunities which help or hinder the implementation of 

the policy. Secondly, although wellbeing interventions to 

(Continued on page 5) 

My name is Russel Kitau and I am a lecturer at the University 

of Papua New Guinea (UPNG) and a Doctor of Education 

student. My quest toward completing the Doctor of 

Education degree commenced three years ago under the co-

tutelage program which is the formal arrangement or 

contract between JCU and UPNG. This program has enabled 

me, as a Higher Degree Research (HDR) candidate, to be 

enrolled in a higher degree by research at both institutions 

concurrently. I enrolled at JCU and UPNG in 2014 and spent 

13 months at JCU and the last 18 months at UPNG.  

It has been an exciting time for me. As a pioneer, my desire 

has been that my area of study on transplanting an 

educational and community intervention program from the 

Australian Aboriginal experience is implemented in the rural 

areas of Papua New Guinea (PNG), and to utilise educational 

avenues in tertiary education to disseminate the program. I 

don’t think anyone has done this—I am the first person to do 

this study! I would like to recommend others to do the same. 

My story describes the strategy I used to achieve the object 

of the study, the main goal and focus, the methods used, the 

main findings, the main themes which link the three key 

papers (posted for possible publication by the Pacific Journal 

of Medical Science), the lessons learnt, and how we can 

sustain it.  

The main goals of my proposed Doctor of Education study 

are:  

1. To develop and implement professional development 

strategies in order to improve the capacity in research as a 

lecturer in Public Health 

2. To explore issues relating to gender violence preventative 

policies and programs in PNG.  

My quest - Completing the Doctor of Education by end of 2017 

Group photo 

MichaelGaida | pixabay.com/photo-1453274/ 

http://irssh.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/3_IRSSH-1017-V9N1.115110857.pdf
http://irssh.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/3_IRSSH-1017-V9N1.115110857.pdf
http://www.pacjmedsci.com/R%20Kitau%20et%20al%20PJMS_Vol_16_No2_%20Nov_2016_16-34.pdf
http://www.pacjmedsci.com/R%20Kitau%20et%20al%20PJMS_Vol_16_No2_%20Nov_2016_16-34.pdf
http://www.pacjmedsci.com/R%20Kitau%20et%20al%20PJMS_Vol_16_No2_%20Nov_2016_16-34.pdf
http://www.pacjmedsci.com/R%20Kitau%20et%20al%20PJMS_Vol_16_No2_%20Nov_2016_16-34.pdf
http://www.pacjmedsci.com/R%20Kitau%20et%20al%20PJMS_Vol_17_No_1_March_2017_22-38.pdf
http://www.pacjmedsci.com/R%20Kitau%20et%20al%20PJMS_Vol_17_No_1_March_2017_22-38.pdf
http://www.pacjmedsci.com/R%20Kitau%20et%20al%20PJMS_Vol_17_No_1_March_2017_22-38.pdf
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However, when transferring from one setting to another we 

have to be cautious, as they are fraught with threats and 

may not be culturally compatible.  

Finally, the difficulty of evaluating community empowerment 

wellbeing interventions is one of the main concerns—so 

much time and resources are spent on programs which are 

yet to produce positive results because they are hard to 

measure due to lack of appropriate tools to measure the 

interventions. Furthermore, there are very few evaluation 

studies of interventions in developing countries, including 

PNG.  

In summary, the main lessons learnt so far from my study are 

that transferring educational programs from one setting to 

another cannot be effective or sustainable unless integrated 

into the university curriculum and community development 

programs. The uptake and a measure of successful 

implementation of the interventions such as in the above, 

suggest that their effectiveness is dependent on how well 

the community, and other major stakeholders, especially the 

tertiary teaching and learning programs, integrate and adapt 

the programs for implementation.   

My plan is to spend the next 6-8 months with my Principal 

Advisor, Professor Komla Tsey, at The Cairns Institute to 

complete writing up my thesis. I hope to graduate in 2018. I 

would like to take this opportunity to thank my Advisors for 

supporting me during the past 2–3 years to undertake my 

Doctor of Education program. Thank you for allowing my 

story to be published in the newsletter. 

Russel Kitau 

PhD student 

UPNG lecturer 

address interpersonal violence are available internationally, 

these need to be tested as part of the pilot study before it 

can be widely implemented.  

The effectiveness of the uptake and implementation of the 

Aboriginal Australian Family Wellbeing empowerment 

program in the context of public health training in a 

university setting paper was the pilot study. The main 

findings were overwhelmingly positive as most participants 

reported that the program was effective in empowering and 

supporting them during their course. If it worked well as part 

of their training to achieve their professional development 

goals, it can do the same for their colleagues and at the 

community level. Hence, the third paper explores the 

feasibility of transferring the program from the UPNG public 

health setting to a broader community context.  

(Continued from page 4) 

My quest cont. 

Russel Kitau 

Josh Moore | Tree kangaroo | flic.kr/p/3X944V 
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The centre is located in Warner Street, Cairns, and was 

built with funding from the Australian Government, and 

the Queensland Government will cover the centre’s 

ongoing costs. Synapse expects that the first residents will 

begin living in the centre in July 2017. 

Shaneen has also been conducting a sustainable design 

workshop as part of the Asia Pacific Architecture Forum in 

Brisbane. The workshop titled The Least House 

Necessary™ challenges participants on low energy design 

and what they need to live comfortably in the tropics. To 

learn more about The Least House Necessary™ watch 

Shaneen’s TEDx talk.  

Cairns Institute Adjunct Associate Professor Shaneen 

Fantin has been involved in creating an important new 

facility in Cairns. POD (People Oriented Design), which has 

Shaneen Fantin and Belinda Allwood as directors, recently 

collaborated with Synapse (Acquired Brain Injury 

Association of Qld), and other architects (including 

TEDxJCUCairns speaker, Andrew Lane), Indigenous 

consultants and design companies to create Australia’s 

first culturally appropriate supported accommodation 

facility. Shaneen said that the units were inspired by 

traditional Aboriginal rainforest architecture and designed 

to foster connection with the natural environment. 

The project, which is the accumulation of nine years of 

dreaming, has been designed to be appropriate for 

Indigenous people who have suffered a brain injury, stroke 

or profound disability. It is also available for non-

Indigenous people with disabilities and will support 

everyone who lives at the centre during recovery.  

“Working on the Synapse project has been a remarkable 

experience for POD. We feel very honoured to work with 

so many passionate and talented people to bring this 

project to fruition. However, the project has shown us how 

immense the need is for well designed supported 

accommodation for people with disabilities” said Shaneen 

Fantin. 

Inspired architecture with a purpose 

Shaneen Fantin 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Heb9l59L6ZU&list=PLsRNoUx8w3rMXymKZxrYG814IZ7EtNuUS&index=9
http://www.peopleorienteddesign.com.au/
http://synapse.org.au/
http://synapse.org.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iykCxIxnm3w&feature=youtu.be&list=PLsRNoUx8w3rN0aqFUuSVGaGi5PZcvPA72
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apple, a formidable bioinvader, is wiping out native 

ecosystems on their lands. Some members of the MY 

community understandably oppose eradication due to the 

resulting loss of resources but something must be done to 

constrain its spread.  

Under the mentorship of Professor Komla Tsey at The Cairns 

Institute and with assistance from the network of scholars at 

JCU, I will spend the next ten months conducting research to 

advance our understanding of the severity of the pond apple 

threat on Djunbunji’s lands and the effectiveness of pond 

apple eradication techniques. The rangers and I will use this 

information to develop management options that address 

both the resource and invasion potentials of the pond apple 

so the area’s impressive biodiversity and plentiful bushtucker 

can be maintained for the enjoyment of future generations. 

Sean Reilly 

BSc Environmental Science & Biology (2016)  

Santa Clara University, California 

Maynard looked at me, grinning, as Victor wrapped the fish 

he had caught that morning in bark peeled from a nearby 

tree and placed it over the fire. “So, are you going to eat 

some?” another of the Australian Djunbunji Aboriginal 

rangers asked me. I eyed the fish dubiously, unsure if I 

wanted to break my vegetarian diet. When I later helped 

myself to a heaped plate of seconds, the rangers burst into 

hearty laughter, bragging they had “broken” the silly 

American. Little did I expect that Victor would remember this 

exchange when I returned two and a half years later, though 

in his retelling I eventually went back for fifths. 

I have traveled back to Australia through a Fulbright 

Scholarship because the rangers of the Djunbunji Land and 

Sea Program have a pond apple problem. The root of the 

issue is simple; the pond apple produces edible fruit. 

Consequently, the Mandingalbay Yidinji (MY) people, the 

traditional owners of the lands managed by Djunbunji, have 

come to value this Americas native. Unfortunately, the pond 

Fulbright scholar Sean Reilly 

Sean Reilly at the Fulbright Gala Presentation Dinner  at Parliament House in 
Canberra 

Pond apple fruit 

Sean Reilly in the field 
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The Caquetá and Putumayo groups: Traditionally, eight 

indigenous groups inhabited the part of Northwest Amazonia 

known as the Caquetá and Putumayo (C-P) river basins. The  

C-P groups form part of a cultural complex called the ‘People 

of the Centre’. The C-P languages belong to three language 

families (Witotoan, Boran, and Arawak) plus one isolate, 

Andoque. At the beginning of the 20th century, the C-P 

(Continued on page 9) 

In February 2017, PhD student Kasia Wojtylak visited Bogotá, 

Colombia. Together with Youlin Avila and Felipe Sarmiento 

they have been preparing a workshop that will take place at 

the Instituto Caro y Cuervo (Bogotá, Columbia) in November 

later this year. The workshop will be part of the Seminar on 

Indigenous Languages held every year to discuss the state of 

indigenous languages in Colombia.  

The workshop organisers: Kasia is currently in the final 

stages of finishing her PhD in Anthropological Linguistics at 

the Language & Culture Research Centre (The Cairns 

Institute) and she will submit her thesis in May 2017. Her 

work, supervised by Distinguished Professor Alexandra 

Aikhenvald, Professor R.W.M. Dixon, and Dr Elena Mihas, is 

the first detailed description of Murui, a Witotoan language 

spoken in the Colombian and Peruvian parts of the Amazon 

basin.  

Youlin is finishing her Masters in Linguistics at Instituto Caro 

y Cuervo in Colombia. Her thesis describes the vowels in 

Mɨnɨka, (Witotoan), used by speakers living in Bogotá, and 

she is supervised by Professor Camilo Díaz. Youlin started her 

work with indigenous communities as part of her MA degree, 

when she documented the use of Mɨnɨka in Bogotá, and she 

has also worked documenting oral tradition from the Totoró 

people, a Barbacoan group located in southwest Colombia. 

She currently teaches at two main universities in Bogotá. 

Felipe is an undergraduate linguistics student at the National 

University of Colombia. He is working with the Murui-

speaking teachers in the boarding school of the Puerto 

Refugio community (Putumayo) in southern Colombia. The 

work is a part of a joint initiative with anthropology and 

biology students, members of Yauda Estudios Amazónicos, a 

multidisciplinary undergraduate student group.  

Can we talk about a Caquetá-Putumayo linguistic area?  

Pond apple fruit 

Youlin Avila by the Amazon river, Leticia, Colombia  

Kasia Wojtylak with Flor Agga passing the Tercera India community, 

Caraparaná, Colombia, 2016   

Felipe Sarmiento in the Puerto Refugio community, Putumayo, Colombia 
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population might have been as much as 46,000. Today it 

numbers about 10,200 people. 

Traditionally, the C-P groups lived next to each other, and 

shared relative cultural homogeneity, including trade 

specifications, intermarriage, multilingualism and common 

ritual activities that relate to the consumption of pounded 

coca and liquid tobacco.  

An example of a cultural trait shared by the C-P people is the 

manguaré instrument, a pair of hollowed-out wooden drums 

(see photo at top of page). Traditionally, communal 

roundhouses would relay messages across the entire tribe by 

using the drums. The manguaré was used to summon 

kinsmen or clans, to report danger or progress in preparation 

for a celebration, to announce a hunt, war, arrival of an 

important person or death. 

Curiously, the C-P languages share common linguistic traits. 

Those traits are seen mainly in their grammatical structures, 

rather than in lexicon. An example of such a grammatical 

(Continued from page 8) 

Can we talk about a Caquetá-Putumayo linguistic area? 

 

Pond apple fruit 

trait is the category of ‘the reported evidential’. In C-P 

languages, one will commonly say ‘He reportedly left the 

house’, instead of the usual: ‘He left the house’. The 

speaker usually will specify how they know that the event 

took place. With the reported evidential, they signal that 

the knowledge was acquired through other people by 

‘hearsay’. It is an efficient way to avoid potential 

misunderstandings. 

With all the information that has become available on the 

languages of the C-P area in the recent years, we still know 

very little about the extent of shared cultural and linguistic 

traits among the C-P groups and languages. The main idea 

behind the workshop is to try to fill in that gap. 

The Workshop: The workshop will bring together 

researchers who work with the C-P people and languages, 

to corroborate the idea of the C-P region being a linguistic 

area. A linguistic area is defined as a geographically limited 

region where, due to the speakers’ long-term contact, 

unrelated languages converge towards a similar prototype. 

Each day of the workshop will be divided into themes 

relating to language contact in the C-P area, 

sociolinguistics, as well as those issues dealing with 

anthropological and historical questions about the C-P 

peoples and their languages. This will allow the workshop 

organisers to review the state of art of the C-P research, 

and awaken interest in C-P research in Colombia. An 

integrated volume of papers will be published after the 

workshop.  

Kasia Wojtylak, Youlín Avila & Felipe Sarmiento  

The location of the Caquetá and Putumayo river basins in Northwest Amazonia  

A pair of Mɨka wooden signal drums in the Murui community of San José, 

Caraparaná, Colombia (Photo: Kasia Wojtylak, 2016 ) 
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Judith’s speech at the conference was received with great 

interest by the audience, and was followed by half an hour of 

questions and answers. After the conference, Judith was 

invited to speak at various future events organised by 

Soroptimist International 

Judith made reference to a TEDx talk she gave in September 

2016 at TEDxJCUCairns. The talk, titled “When sorry seems to 

be the hardest word … but I don’t care!”, that focused on the 

power of forgiveness when feeling wronged by someone 

who was unwilling to apologise. 

See Judith’s profile in the April 2016 issue and her  

2016 TEDx talk 

Judith Herrmann, a PhD Student at The Cairns Institute, 

presented on her PhD research at the Soroptimist 

International NQ “Empowering Women Conference”. 

Judith’s research focuses on the analysis of the needs and 

experiences of Rwandan women who survived sexual 

violence during the genocide against the Tutsi and who 

raised their case at a local community court. As part of her 

research, Judith conducted interviews with over 20 Rwandan 

women. In line with the theme of the Soroptimist 

conference, Judith focused her presentation on those 

aspects of her research that highlighted four moments of 

empowerment for the women she interviewed.  

Firstly, the women were empowered through justice. The 

majority of interview participants saw their perpetrators 

punished by the jury of their community court, which 

seemed to some validation of the harm experienced.  

Secondly, the women were empowered through forgiveness, 

as some of them decided to forgive, despite never having 

received an apology from their perpetrators.  

Thirdly the women were empowered by being a member of 

a support group, which gave them a safe platform to share 

their stories and feel that they were not alone.  

Finally, participating in research provided another 

opportunity of empowerment for the women. By 

participating in Judith’s interviews, the women could actively 

contribute to education about what had happened in 

Rwanda and what they experienced during the justice 

process following the genocide. Furthermore, women were 

empowered in the interviews because they experienced that 

their individual story mattered.   

Empowering women in many ways 

 

Pond apple fruit Conference attendees 

Judith speaking at the conference 

https://youtu.be/CoV1eZf7Fds?list=PLsRNoUx8w3rMz3FtcXoeQDhylP5jcfBlB
https://www.jcu.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/258506/TCI_Newsletter_Apr2016.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoV1eZf7Fds&feature=youtu.be&list=PLsRNoUx8w3rMz3FtcXoeQDhylP5jcfBlB
http://www.siswp.org/North-Queensland/
http://www.siswp.org/North-Queensland/
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eastern part of Papua New Guinea, the film follows the 

struggle of local communities to protect their fishing grounds 

and future livelihood. After the screening, we plan to Skype 

with the director of the film Olivier Pollet. All are welcome! 

All the screenings are free to public. We hope to inspire the 

viewers with all the films of this year and give a reason for a 

constructive dialogue. Please see the poster for further 

details and the facebook page. 

www.facebook.com/groups/AltarFilms 

www.anthropocenethemovie.com 

alert-conservation.org 

www.canningparadise.com  

espaces.edu.au/altar/film-screenings/2017 

ALTAR opened its 2017 film screenings on 15 March with the 

documentary Anthropocene (2015). It was great to see so 

many people in the audience and the interest in the rather 

global and important theme. The Director of The Cairns 

Institute, Professor Stewart Lockie, opened the film series 

and introduced our first guest speaker, Distinguished 

Research Professor William F. Laurance, Director of the 

Centre for Tropical Environmental and Sustainability Science 

and ALERT-conservation at JCU. Professor Laurance 

introduced us to the theme of the Anthropocene and the 

film greatly expanded on his talk. We learned how it all 

started and where to trace the beginnings of the new 

geological epoch.  

The second film of the Anthropocene film series is Canning 

Paradise (2012). We will screen it on Wednesday 12 April 

2017 at 6:30pm in The Cairns Institute main lecture theatre. 

We will welcome our second guest speaker, Dr Simon Foale, 

JCU lecturer and researcher at the College of Arts, Society & 

Education, and the Centre for Tropical Biodiversity and 

Climate Change. Dr Foale will talk about ecological, economic 

and political aspects of the increasing importance of pelagic 

fisheries for food security and livelihoods in Papua New 

Guinea and Solomon Islands. The film, Canning Paradise, is a 

feature-length documentary about the global tuna industry 

and the world’s biggest export markets. Set in the north-

Audience at Anthropocene 

http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/upcoming-events/canning-paradise/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/AltarFilms
http://www.facebook.com/groups/AltarFilms
http:www.anthropocenethemovie.com
http://alert-conservation.org
http://www.canningparadise.com
https://espaces.edu.au/altar/film-screenings/2017
https://research.jcu.edu.au/tess
http://alert-conservation.org/
https://research.jcu.edu.au/ctbcc
https://research.jcu.edu.au/ctbcc
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indifferent governance. Further access to essential services is 

determined by money. Local economy exists in large part 

informally, through market sales (goods; fresh produce; 

money—informal loans or ‘moni maket’). The main industry 

of the sawmill closed (August 2016), and along with it, jobs 

were lost and the main formal business entity became non-

existent. Foreign owned trade stores capitalise on selling out 

of date food products and poorly manufactured disposable 

products to an otherwise captive clientele.  

Despite these specific developmental challenges, the desire 

of people in the community to engage in modernity is still 

high. Economic development, or at least engagement toward 

stronger economic status, is the hope that many in the 

community see as being able to strengthen not only their 

own positions, but the position of the community within the 

region, province and even nationally.  

(Continued on page 13) 

Comfortably sitting back at my desk, it is a little bittersweet 

to think that it has been a year to the day that I first started 

field work in Baimuru, a remote station in the Gulf Province 

of Papua New Guinea (PNG). Major field work has now been 

completed (December 2016), and as days turn into months, 

the task of analysis and writing has begun. 

A number of truths become evident as the writing process of 

the PhD is underway. Firstly, the field work portion of this 

entire process, as integral, has also been an enriching one 

(professionally and personally). Secondly, writing can be as 

much fun as you allow it to be. For someone (and I imagine 

I’m not alone) who can be easily distracted when a major 

piece of writing is underway, I have found that in this 

instance, as much as the temptation of distraction exists, I 

have also been thoroughly engaged. A nice surprise. 

Generally, collating the data engages you in reflection, of 

what has been done, but also what can become. The last few 

months of field work came with it, as one would hope, a level 

of comfortability and integration into a community that 

welcomed me, not just as a PNG woman, or a researcher, but 

as a part of the community. Now at this point, I acknowledge 

these sentiments are etched with nostalgia, but I also need 

to add that as an anthropologist, the study that I conducted 

would otherwise not have been possible, if not for the 

inclusion (as much as it was), into the community. 

Baimuru Station is a place in transition, much like the rest of 

PNG. Sadly, much like many remote centres in PNG, it is also 

an area in decline. Basic essential services are limited due to 

lack of infrastructure, under staffing, lack of resources and 

A reflection of life on the Station – A field note from the desk 

Aerial view of Kerema Town (Gulf Provincial capital) 

The now disused sawmill in Baimuru  
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Nalisa Neuendorf 

PhD candidate, Anthropology  

College of Arts, Society & Education  

See Nalisa’s previous newsletter stories from  

July 2016 and April 2016 

Many enterprising individuals who can raise funds to travel 

have begun to look to centres such as Kikori (Western Gulf) 

and Kerema (Eastern Gulf, provincial capital), to seek 

employment, sell their produce and goods and buy goods to 

sell back in Baimuru—this stimulates the local economy 

somewhat, still informally.  

These developmental challenges (along with many others) 

and the notion that economic viability is the priority for 

individuals and families is important to the conversation on 

issues of gender inequalities and violence in small 

communities in PNG. In striving for economic viability and 

development, certain facets of gender inequality and 

violence can be compounded and perpetuated. This is one of 

many topics that will be explored further in my dissertation. 

Issues concerning cultural structures and social interactions 

that develop and support concepts of gender inequality and 

violence within this local community will also be discussed. 

These and other important themes that will emerge through 

data analysis, identify a specific local narrative of gender and 

violence in PNG that can further inform broader discussions, 

particularly those on responding to gender violence in PNG. 

(Continued from page 12) 

A reflection of life on the Station cont. 

Kerema town market 

Market at Kikori station (main centre in the Kikori District of Gulf Province)  

Allan Dale appointed to new water panel 

Every three years new members are appointed to the 

Queensland Government Water Act Referral Panel to 

provide independent advice to the Minister for State 

Development and Minister for Natural Resources and Mines, 

Dr Anthony Lynham, on water resources management 

matters. This year Professor Allan Dale is one of the 12 

appointees who will provide advice on changes to water 

entitlements held by water users, rules for the operation of a 

water supply scheme, applications to relocate a water 

licence, and whether water entitlements are to be granted, 

amended or refused.  

See the membership announcement at the Australian Water 

Association website. 

http://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/os-data-2/tci-jcu-edu-au/documents/tci_newsletter_july2016.pdf
https://www.jcu.edu.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/258506/TCI_Newsletter_Apr2016.pdf
http://stfi.re/yagypgg
http://www.awa.asn.au/AWA_MBRR/Publications/Latest_News/Diversity_the_hallmark_of_new_water_resources_management_panel.aspx
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The film was made possible by a 2015 grant Kasia and 

Kristian received from the Firebird Foundation for 

Anthropological Research. Between October 2015 and 

February 2016, not only have members of the Tercera India 

community learnt how to make their own films, they also 

lead the production of a full feature documentary Our Murui 

words - Kaɨ Murui Uai.  

The full feature is currently being edited and is due to be 

released mid-2017.  

Murui Filmmakers: https://youtu.be/SJT68R4QUw0  

For more information on the project, email: 

muruifilm@gmail.com 

Kristian Lupinski 

ALTAR 

Recently, Anthropological Laboratory for Tropical Audiovisual 

Research (ALTAR) members, filmmaker Kristian Lupinski and 

PhD student at Language & Culture Research Centre, Kasia 

Wojtylak, released Murui Filmmakers - Murui Joreño Otɨno, a 

short documentary made entirely in Murui, a language 

spoken in northwestern parts of the Amazon by about 1,000 

people (in southern Colombia and northern Peru).  

Murui Filmmakers features Lucio 'Choma' Agga Botyay, one 

of the Murui film students from a Murui village, Tercera 

India, in Colombia. In the film, Lucio discusses the 

importance of documenting his people's disappearing 

traditions, language, and the traditional way of life. 

Murui filmmakers 

MURUI FILMMAKERS 2016 poster (Kristian Lupinski) 

Murui woman, Sandriela Agga, dressed to take part in one of the film classes, 2016, 
Tercera India, Colombia (Photo: Kasia Wojtylak) 

The entire Murui community of Tercera India who took part in the film 
project, 2016, Tercera India, Colombia (Photo: Kristian Lupinski) 

https://youtu.be/SJT68R4QUw0
mailto:muruifilm@gmail.com
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/research/altar/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/research/altar/
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Nouveau and Art Deco movements. At approximately the 

same time, Javanese batik iconography was introduced to 

mass-produced, industrial textiles printed in the Netherlands, 

UK and Switzerland that were destined for West African 

markets. Javanese motifs have been enthusiastically received 

by African people and, following a process of intensive 

adaptation, have become an integral part of the African 

textile tradition and identity. One may find them even in 

Cairns, on fabrics worn by members of the African 

community. 

To India, the Javanese technique was introduced in the late 

1920s, following the visit of Rabindranath Tagore to Java and 

Bali. The great Indian poet and philosopher became 

fascinated with the cultural traditions of Indonesia. He 

organised an extensive collection of Javanese textiles that 

(Continued on page 16) 

In Indonesia, from time immemorial, cloth has been a highly 

revered material, produced and decorated in a number of 

highly creative ways. One of those is the batik of Java: the 

method of resist-dyeing in which molten wax is used to draw 

patterns and cover those parts of the cloth that are not to be 

dyed. In some cases this process is so complex that it may 

require up to ten months to produce one piece of sarong, 

worn as a wrap-around skirt. 

The best examples of batik fabrics are not only unique 

products of artistic endeavour, but are valued also for their 

transcendental qualities: imbued with complex symbolic 

meanings, they act as a visual expression of the Javanese 

worldview and philosophy. In 2009 batik of Indonesia 

received world-wide recognition by being inscribed on the 

UNESCO List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.  

However, the cultural significance of Javanese batik extends 

far beyond the borders of Indonesia. Dr Maria Wronska-

Friend, Adjunct Senior Research Fellow at the College of Arts, 

Society & Education, has for more than thirty years been 

investigating various aspects of Southeast Asian textiles and 

costumes. Her latest research focused on the global impact 

of the technique and aesthetics of Javanese batik which from 

the end of the 19th century became a source of inspiration 

for textile producers, designers and artists in countries as 

diverse as the Netherlands, India, Australia and Ghana. In its 

early stage, this process was a direct outcome of colonial 

encounters and globalisation. For example, the Javanese 

technique was introduced around 1890 to Europe by a group 

of young artists from Amsterdam who, searching for a new 

source of inspiration, turned their attention to the arts of the 

largest colony of the Netherlands, at that time known as the 

Dutch East Indies. Soon after, batik was practised in all parts 

of Europe and became a distinctive feature of the Art 

Javanese batik to the world 

The book was launched in Jakarta at the University of Indonesia by the Dean 
of the Faculty of Humanities, Dr Adrianus Waworuntu (centre)  

Book cover 

http://www.unesco.org/culture/ich/en/RL/indonesian-batik-00170
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Javanese batik to the world, published in 2016 in Jakarta. The 

publisher and sponsor is Komunitas Lintas Budaya Indonesia 

(Indonesian Cross-Cultural Community), an organisation that 

promotes social integration by fostering inter-ethnic 

communication. The book has been endorsed by Dr Hilmar 

Farid, Director General of Culture at the Ministry of 

Education and Culture and was launched in November 2016 

at the University of Indonesia in Jakarta by Dr Adrianus 

Waworuntu, the Dean of the Faculty of Humanities. A day 

later a similar event took place at the Gajah Mada University 

in Yogyakarta, in the city that is recognised as the cultural 

capital of Java and the heartland of batik. 

The book received a very warm reception and good media 

coverage, including major broadcasting services of the 

country as well as ABC Australia in the Indonesian language. 

Much appreciated was not only the content of the book but 

also the fact that the author, as an expression of her 

gratitude to the Indonesian people who for almost twenty 

years provided support for her research, decided to publish 

this book in Jakarta and in the Indonesian language.  

In Indonesia the book is sold by Gramedia―the country’s 

largest network of bookshops, while the Australian 

distributor is the Asia Bookroom in Canberra.  

was used as a reference to create a Bengali version of batik. 

Tagore’s Indonesian collection is kept at the Visva Bharati 

University at Santiniketan where last year Dr Wronska-Friend 

was invited to study this significant group of objects. 

The most recent cross-cultural encounters took place in the 

1970s with the introduction of the batik technique to 

Aboriginal communities of the central desert of Australia. 

Here, especially at Ernabella, Fregon and Utopia, wax-resist 

dyeing became a new form of artistic expression. In the 

following years several collaborative projects took place, in 

which Australian and Indonesian artists worked side by side. 

At times, Javanese batik motifs entered not only fabrics but 

also drawings and acrylic paintings of Aboriginal artists. 

The outcome of Dr Wronska-Friend’s research is a bilingual 

book (in Indonesian and English) Batik Jawa bagi Dunia. 

(Continued from page 15) 

Javanese batik to the world cont. 

Queue for autographs at the launch of the book  The book was endorsed by Dr Hilmar Farid, Director General of Culture 
at the Ministry of Education and Culture (right). On the left is the pub-

lisher, Dr Irwan Julianto  

Batik studio at Ernabella Art Centre, 2008 | Photo: M. Wronska-Friend 
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York and the Torres Strait. He is an Adjunct Professor with 

The Cairns Institute, and the School of Population Health at 

the University of Queensland  

“By comparison to our neighbor states, Australia is 

privileged beyond measure in terms of economic 

circumstances and access to social and health services. This 

is particularly the case in terms of mental health. To make 

a difference in those less-privileged settings demands 

commitment for the long term and a significant degree of 

humility—while we have advantages we do not necessarily 

have answers. If there are answers out there that we can 

contribute to, it is through cooperation and co-creation—

that’s been and remains the driving principle of Creating 

Futures.” Ernest Hunter, 2017. 

Coinciding with the conference will be a Leadership in 

Mental Health: Island Nations Course. The is based on the 

groundbreaking course run by Sangath, which is now a 

WHO Collaborative Centre in Mental Health. In 

collaboration with the London School of Hygiene and 

Tropical Medicine, the course has been running for nearly 

two decades and is designed for mental health workers 

from settings in which resources are scarce and who are 

committed to improving care for people experiencing 

mental health disorders at a population level. A key driver 

of the course has been Professor Vikram Patel, nominated 

by TIME as one of the 100 most influential people on the 

planet for his work in this field. Professor Patel has 

participated in the last two Creating Futures conferences. 

(Continued on page 18) 

The Cairns Institute’s Adjunct Professor Ernest Hunter and 

Institute event manger Jennifer McHugh recently travelled 

to Suva, Fiji, to meet with colleagues and plan for the 2017 

Creating Futures Conference (CF17). While in Suva they 

conducted a workshop with the Fijian Conference 

presenters and staff from the Fijian Ministry of Health 

(MoH).  

The conference will be the largest gathering of 

practitioners, policy makers, consumers and carers with a 

focus on mental health in the Western Pacific. Creating 

Futures 2017: Fiji, will be supported by the Fijian MoH, 

the Fiji Alliance for Mental Health (FAMH) and a range of 

international organisations including the Royal Australian 

and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists, James Cook 

University, the University of Queensland, Central 

Queensland University, Canterbury University (NZ) and 

Sangath, an Indian NGO located in Goa that has become a 

world leader in research and interventions to address 

unmet needs in mental health across low and middle 

income countries. 

Additionally, over 40 health practitioners from Australia 

and New Zealand have volunteered their time and covered 

their own expenses to conduct 32 workshops in areas 

identified by practitioners and mental health planners in 

Fiji. The MoH will fund over 80 staff to attend, and other 

departments, NGOs and interested parties will also be 

invited to attend.  

Ernest Hunter, who is conference convener, is an 

Australian medical graduate who trained in adult, child and 

cross-cultural psychiatry, and public health in the United 

States before returning to Australia in the mid-1980s. He 

has worked most of the last three decades in remote 

Indigenous populations, and for the last 25 years in Cape 

Creating Futures 2017 Conference 

Suva, Fiji 
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 Mr Philip Davies, CEO, Infrastructure Australia 

 Ms Tracey Hayes, CEO, Northern Territory Cattlemans 

Association 

 Professor Sandra Harding, Vice Chancellor and 

President, James Cook University 

 Fiona Jose, Executive General Manager, Cape 

Operations, Cape York Partnership 

 Mr Bernard Salt, AM, Partner, KPMG 

 Ms Sharon Warburton, Chair, Northern Australia 

Infrastructure Facility 

 Mr Peter Yu, CEO, Nyamba Buru Yawuru 

For more information or to register please visit 

northaust.org.au/ 

Professor Allan Dale will chair the Developing Northern 

Australia Conference for the third year in 2017. The 

conference, which will be held in Cairns at the Pullman 

International Hotel on 19 and 20 June, will focus on 

initiatives to drive progress, growth and investment in the 

development of northern Australia. 

Previous conferences held in Townsville and Darwin have 

been hugely successful and this year is also shaping up to 

be an important event. 

Featured speakers include: 

 Professor Hurriyet Babacan, CEO, Tablelands Regional 

Council 

 Mr Mark Coffey, Head, Office of Northern Australia 

Developing Northern Australia Conference 

minxvision | pixabay.com/photo-920153/ 

Creating Futures 2017 cont. 

“Global mental health is the discipline that seeks to address 

one of the most neglected global health issues of our time. It 

is also one of the most exciting and dynamic disciplines of 

global health, with a growing legion of advocates, donors, 

commitments, and initiatives. While we must celebrate this 

‘coming of age,’ the field still has a long road ahead—one 

strewn with challenges.” Vikram Patel, 2014. 

The Leadership in Mental Health: Island Nations Course will 

be run in Suva with the support of FAMH and will be 

facilitated by two of the course tutors from Sangath, a 

number of Australian experts in relevant fields, with the 

(Continued from page 17) 
support of past Fijian participants from the course. It is 

anticipated the course will accommodate some 25 delegates, 

the majority of whom will be from Fiji, with the remainder 

from neighbour states.  

For more information please visit the website 

 www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/dialogue/conferences/cf17/ 

https://northaust.org.au/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/dialogue/conferences/cf17/
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Both Cairns Institute Adjunct Professorial Research Fellow 

Bill Liley and Jesse Martin (2015) were recently 

interviewed for a Department of Communities 

documentary on community initiatives involving domestic 

violence. Bill’s talk, Gentle hands won’t hurt: Our last 

chance to prevent domestic violence, outlined some 

techniques to prevent domestic violence, and Jesse is 

starting to implement some of the strategies in the work 

his organisation, The Streets Movement, is doing in jails.  

Speakers from previous years have also been busy: 2015 

speaker Tulsa Gautam is a semifinalist in the 2017 

Queensland Young Achiever Awards, and 2014 speaker 

David Hudson has been traveling in China with Tourism 

Australia to promote tourism.  

Behind the camera TEDx people have also been active with 

Tai Inoue, our technical guru, recently working on a couple 

of documentaries with National Geographic following on 

from his footage being used in a David Attenborough Life 

that Glows documentary.  

Elizabeth Woolley, who has been involved in our 

integrated student learning program for the past two 

years, has graduated and been accepted to do Honors. Her 

Honors will focus on the impact of TEDx talks.  

These are just a few examples of what the amazing 44 

TEDxJCUCairns speakers from the past three years have 

been doing. We are so lucky in our region to have such a 

rich pool of dedicated, talented and inspiring people to 

work with us to develop TEDxJCUCairns.  

You can view talks from 2014, 2015 and 2016 on our 

website under VIDEOS tedxjcucairns.com/ 

TEDxJCUCairns will return in 2017 with the theme of 

Tropovation. This year we want to celebrate and highlight 

tropical innovation. We have already started speaking with 

a number of potential speakers and it looks like we will 

have another exciting line-up. JCU Creative Media students 

have already begun work on design aspects of the event. 

The date is still to be confirmed but it will be at the 

beginning of September. Keep an eye on the facebook 

page and website for details.  

The talks from 2016 have been well received with some 

gaining international media attention. All of the speakers 

have been busy and continue to do great work in our 

region. Terri Janke’s story was the subject of an NITV Living 

Black documentary. Paul Giacomin, whose talk was titled 

Worming your way to good heath has recently been 

awarded the Emerging Science Leader by the Queensland 

Government. The Cairns Regional Council  awarded 

TEDxJCUCairns 2016 speaker Kate Fern the title of Cairns 

Region Woman of the Year , with Cairns Mayor Bob 

Manning saying: 

“Kate is a shining example of a woman who has the drive 

and determination to set her own path. This is matched by 

her tremendous compassion for others, demonstrated by 

her support of many charities. She is truly a wonderful role 

model and an asset to our region.” (see  Cairns Regional 

Council) 

Curator and Designer Grace Lillian Lee has been named as 

one of the Deadly Indigenous people to watch in 2017 by 

NITV. Grace, whose talk was titled Culture to Catwalk is 

continuing her work in Indigenous communities and will 

again curate the Cairns Indigenous Arts Fair Fashion show.  

TEDxJCUCairns in 2017 

Kate Fern , TEDxJCUCairns 2016 

http://thestreetsmovement.org/
http://www.awardsaustralia.com/young-achiever-awards/qld/current-finalists/
http://www.awardsaustralia.com/young-achiever-awards/qld/current-finalists/
https://tedxjcucairns.com/
https://www.facebook.com/tedxjcucairns/
https://tedxjcucairns.com/
http://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/living-black
http://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/living-black
https://medium.com/queensland-science/cairns-immunologist-dr-paul-giacomin-on-worms-and-winning-the-states-first-emerging-science-leader-4988a160c1e9
http://www.cairns.qld.gov.au/council/news-publications/media-releases/releases/woman-of-year-2017
http://www.cairns.qld.gov.au/council/news-publications/media-releases/releases/woman-of-year-2017
http://www.cairns.qld.gov.au/council/news-publications/media-releases/releases/woman-of-year-2017#sthash.hDPPsW8Y.dpuf
http://www.cairns.qld.gov.au/council/news-publications/media-releases/releases/woman-of-year-2017#sthash.hDPPsW8Y.dpuf
file:///C:/Users/jc204187/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/XF365DKS/Deadly Indigenous people to watch in 2017
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The AudioVisual Lab offers a unique range of audiovisual services to  

the University and wider community. With expertise developed from various  

research situations—from small-scale community projects, to on-campus workshops  

and documentary production—The AudioVisual Lab provides an array of skills and services  

necessary for the production of audiovisual research outputs.  

Bringing high quality production values to projects, small and large, we aim to make audiovisual  

presentations come alive with clear sound, multiple camera angles and framing, and dynamic editing.  

The AudioVisual Lab services include: participatory/community based research consultancy; photography;  

online services . 

Packages can be put together according to the scope of events and the requirements of specific clients.  

For more details please contact:  

Dr Daniela Vávrová | Daniela.Vavrova@jcu.edu.au | Mobile: 0420 593 462 | Studio: 07 4232 1882  

Bard Aaberge | Bard.Aaberge1@my.jcu.edu.au | Mobile: 0448 711 975 

See examples of our work at espaces.edu.au/av-lab  (Linxs) 

Hackathon & Myriad 

The Institute’s Professor Allan Dale was one of the 

facilitators at the recent “Hack the Reef”, a northern part 

of the state’s Myriad Festival. Originating from Silicon 

Valley, hackathons inspire teams from across many 

disciplines to join forces to innovate to solve complex 

problems.  

An incredible list of experts and a diverse group of 

participants were involved in the first ever creative 

hackathon dedicated to finding solutions to problems 

facing the Great Barrier Reef on 25 March 2017 in 

Townsville. Small teams presented their ideas to 

Hackathon Facilitators after working in groups to come up 

with creative solutions to a complex problem. A group 

dealing with the removal of superfine sediments (The 

Superfines) from catchments won the Hackathon and were 

given free tickets to attend Myriad.  

Following on from “Hack the Reef” Allan coordinated JCU’s 

interface with Myriad. Myriad is the landmark tech and 

innovation event in Queensland. Despite challenges from 

the remnants of Cyclone Debbie, Myriad’s event program 

offered an action packed exploration of the Future of 

Culture; Future of Health; Future of Money; Future of 

Cities; and the Future of Work and Play. 

JCU had a total of 20 students and 9 staff attending the 

Myriad conference, representing a fantastic range of 

disciplines including creative arts, Internet of Things, 

engineering, town planning, politics, occupational therapy, 

psychology, IT, business and more.  

Myriad attracted over 2,000 attendees and 100 speakers. 

JCU was deeply engaged with the conference as a sponsor, 

providing a keynote speaker (Professor Alex Loukas), and a 

Northern Economy workshop (Professor Ian Atkinson). 

Myriad was also supported by The Space and Innovation 

NQ.  

Ryan McMinds | Crown-of-Thorns Starfish | flic.kr/p/GJLNs1  

https://espaces.edu.au/av-lab/
mailto:Daniela.Vavrova@jcu.edu.au
mailto:Bard.Aaberge1@my.jcu.edu.au
https://espaces.edu.au/av-lab
http://www.myriad.live/event/
https://i-nq.com.au/
https://i-nq.com.au/
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This unique five day Native Title Workshop for Mid-Career 

Anthropologists is being held at JCU’s Cairns campus in 

beautiful Tropical North Queensland. 
 

Facilitated by The Cairns Institute (JCU) and the Centre for Native Title 

Anthropology (ANU), this workshop will enhance your professional skills in the 

Native Title arena. The workshop will cover data management, communication 

strategies and writing skills, PBC management and governance, and developing 

skills for engaging with legal culture. 
 

Generous scholarship grants, including fee waiver, food and accommodation 
for the 5 days are available to mid-career anthropologists on application. 

 

Places are strictly limited  
 

Please pre-register your interest NOW by replying to  
jennifer.gabriel@jcu.edu.au 

 
We will keep you updated on workshop details. 

  

Native Title Workshop for Mid-Career Anthropologists 
September 18th to 22nd 2017 

Cairns, QLD 

mailto:Jennifer.gabriel@jcu.edu.au
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Kevin John Mauricio | pixabay.com/photo-1880440/ 
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Kevin John Mauricio | pixabay.com/photo-1880440/ 

Port Moresby | 12-13 December 2017 

PRELIMINARY CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT 

Research and education across all disciplines are essential to realizing global and national commitments to sustainable 

development. Knowledge, design and innovation are as important to governance, peace, safety, health and environmental 

integrity as they are to economic growth and poverty alleviation. As ICT, energy and bio- technologies transform the ways in 

which people interact, move and work, worldwide, new opportunities are emerging, both to utilize and to protect, PNG ’s 

unique human and natural endowments. 

Capitalizing on these opportunities will require more though than simply doing more research. At PNG IMPACT, speakers and 

delegates will consider how research can be designed, coordinated and communicated to deliver more societal benefit. 

Recognizing that no one approach is relevant across all disciplines and issues, case studies will be presented from a diversity of 

perspectives, with ample time dedicated to dialogue and networking. 

PNG IMPACT will: 

 Showcase a cross-selection of active research projects, across the sciences, social sciences and humanities, delivering 

significant societal benefit for PNG. 

 Promote dialogue over how research and research policy can best support aspirations for a safe, inclusive and sustainable 

society. 

 Provide a platform for network-building among researchers, research institutions and research stakeholders active in PNG. 

PROGRAM 

Day 1. Research Showcase - brings all delegates together in a single plenary format for a mixture of: 

Keynote presentations to showcase best-practice examples of research providing significant societal impact in PNG. 

Panel discussions addressing governance, policy and institutional frameworks for high impact research and innovation. 

Day 2. Research Innovation Lab -An interactive and participatory opportunity for researchers active or interested in PNG to share 

their work, network with colleagues, and explore new collaborations. 

The program for the day will include a mix of research presentations, facilitated dialogue and open networking. 

A call for papers and detailed program information including speakers will be released as details are confirmed. More 

information will be posted on the project website https://www.jcu.edu.au/learning-and-teaching/directorate-of-learning-

teaching-and-student-engagement/twinning-project 

Drew Douglas | flic.kr/p/5phiue 

https://www.jcu.edu.au/learning-and-teaching/directorate-of-learning-teaching-and-student-engagement/twinning-project
https://www.jcu.edu.au/learning-and-teaching/directorate-of-learning-teaching-and-student-engagement/twinning-project
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Details for these upcoming events can be found at: jcu.edu.au/cairnsinstitute/events/index.htm 

Event name Date & location 

ALTAR film screening: Canning Paradise (90 mins) by Olivier Pollet (2012) 

With an introduction by Dr Simon Foale who will talk about ecological, economic and 

political aspects of food security and livelihoods in PNG and Solomon Islands  

12 April 2017 

The Cairns Institute, D3.054 

LCRC seminar by Richard Lansdown 

Berlioz’ Memoirs and Delacroix’s Journal: Context, Personality, Ethos 

12 April 2017 

The Cairns Institute, D3.150 

LCRC workshop by Distinguished Professor Alexandra Aikhenvald 

Reflexive and reciprocal constructions in Manambu 

19 April 2017 

The Cairns Institute, D3.150 

LCRC seminar by Nathan White 

Non-spatial setting in White Hmong 

26 April 2017 

The Cairns Institute, D3.150 

LCRC workshop by Bob Dixon 

Reflexive and reciprocal constructions in Jarawara 

3 May 2017 

The Cairns Institute, D3.150 

LCRC workshop by Hiroko Sato 

Reflexive and reciprocal constructions in Kove 

10 May 2017 

The Cairns Institute, D3.150 

Community forum presented by Helen Boon and David King followed by a discussion 

on resilience in the tropics 

Disasters and social resilience: A bioecological approach 

11 May 2017 

Townsville City Campus room 406 & 

videolink to Cairns D3.054  

ALTAR film screening: Salero (76 mins) by Mike Plunkett (2015) 

A film about salt harvesters in Bolivia  

17 May 2017 

The Cairns Institute, D3.054 

LCRC workshop by Kasia Wojtylak 

Reflexive and reciprocal constructions in Murui 

17 May 2017 

The Cairns Institute, D3.150 

Book launch and community forum by Distinguished Professor Alexandra Y Aikhenvald 

How Gender Shapes the World  &  The Cambridge Handbook of Linguistic Typology & 

the official opening of TropDoc Project  

8 June 2017 

The Cairns Institute D3.054 & link to 

Townsville City Campus room 407 

Community forum presented by Liz Tynan 

Atomic thunder: The Maralinga story 

6 July 2017 

Townsville City Campus & link to 

Cairns D3.054 

TEDxJCUCairns 2 September 2017 (TBC) 

The Cairns Institute, D3.054 

Tropics of the Imagination Conference 

Hosted by James Cook University in Singapore 

6-9 September 2017 

Singapore 

Native Title Workshop for Mid-Career Anthropologists 18-22 September 2017 

The Cairns Institute 

International Day of the tropics lecture—details to come 29 September 2017 

JCUS streamed to The Cairns Institute 

Fourteenth International Conference on Environmental, Cultural, Economic & Social 

Sustainability—Open now for proposal submission and registration. 

17-19 January 2018 

  APRIL 2017 

http://jcu.edu.au/cairnsinstitute/events/index.htm
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/upcoming-events/canning-paradise/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/berlioz-and-delacroix/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/manambu/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/hmong/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/jarawara/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/kove/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/disasters-and-social-resilience/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/upcoming-events/salero/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/murui/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/upcoming-events/how-gender-shapes-the-world/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/upcoming-events/how-gender-shapes-the-world/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/atomic-thunder/
https://tedxjcucairns.com/
http://www.tropicalimaginary.com/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/native-title-workshop/
http://www.cairnsinstitute.jcu.edu.au/upcoming-events/international-day-of-the-tropics-lecture/
http://onsustainability.com/2018-conference
http://onsustainability.com/2018-conference

